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Abstract
Fast reactions in the medium from which a crystal is growing (e.g., H+ + HCO–3 ↔ H2CO3) occurring near the crystal surface can conflict with the stoichiometry of crystal formula-unit creation
(e.g., CO23– is readily incorporated in calcite but H+ is not). As a result, a thin fast-reaction boundary
layer (FRBL) is created within which the fast reactions are out of equilibrium even though they are
maintained at equilibrium far from the crystal surface. The FRBL corrects the fluxes of components
to and from the surface of the crystal; not taking the FRBL into account leads to violation of mass
conservation. This “paradox” is resolved by showing how the equations of crystal growth can be solved
in the fast-reaction limit without violating mass conservation. As this paradox was not understood in
the literature, models and geological conclusions drawn should be re-examined.
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Introduction
The occurrence of widely separated time scales in a reactiontransport system can lead to a narrow fast reaction boundary
layer (FRBL) across which concentration gradients may be extremely large (see Ortoleva 1992, Chapters 2 and 3). In the case
of the growth of a crystal from a liquid in which there are very
fast reactions, thus there are narrow transition zones that may
develop within which the fast reactions are out of equilibrium,
even though they are very close to equilibrium everywhere else
in the growth medium. Since gradients in the FRBL affect fluxes
of chemical components to the crystal surface, the FRBL can
modify the rate of crystal growth from its value as computed from
gradients just beyond the FRBL. The objective of the present
study was to present a mathematical resolution of the apparent
paradox whereby equilibrium relations well maintained just
beyond the FRBL lead to contradictions of mass balance when
applied close to the surface of a growing crystal.
A rough estimate of the thickness of the FRBL can be obtained
from dimensional analysis. If D is a typical diffusion coefficient
and τ is a reaction time, then (Dτ½) is a reaction-diffusion length.
For H+, D is roughly 10–3 cm2/s, whereas protonation reactions
can be extremely fast (e.g., τ ≈ 10–9 s). Thus, the FRBL for this
case can be 100 Å in width. The FRBL is non-conspicuous, but
is shown here to be influential. When the width of the FRBL is
on the nanoscale, this phenomenon must be analyzed using mesoscopic theory or molecular dynamics. From the above estimate,
the FRBL can easily be similar to the Debye length providing
another mechanism by which it can be influential.

H+ + A = M2+ + HCO3–
H+ + B = Ca2+ + HCO3–
H+ + HCO–3 = H2CO3
H+ + OH– = H2O.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

In the context of this mechanism, the FRBL problem is illustrated in Figure 1. Growth of calcite releases H+ and therefore
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A ubiquitous case is the growth of carbonate minerals from
an aqueous solution in which fast reactions such as H+ + OH– ↔
water and H+ + HCO–3 ↔ H2CO3 play key roles. As these reactions take place on short (even nanosecond) timescales, whereas
diffusion and crystal growth occur on the minute-to-day scale,
one expects FRBL effects may be important.
The fast-reaction limit in the behavior of the growth medium
presents a paradox in that mass conservation at the surface of
a growing crystal can be violated if the FRBL is ignored. Not
addressing this phenomenon could lead to spurious estimates
of crystal growth rate and total mass bookkeeping. If geological implications are drawn from such studies, this could be an
issue for concern. Here, the FRBL paradox is illustrated and
resolved using boundary layer theory. It is shown quantitatively
that a thin FRBL in the growth medium near the surface of the
crystal exists that allows mass conservation to be maintained.
The treatment corrects misconceptions in the literature (e.g.,
Wang and Merino 1992).
The self-organization of compositional zoning patterns in
impurity doped calcite (Paquette and Reeder 1990) illustrates
the FRBL phenomenon. Consider the system to consist of crystal
formula units of types A and B, where A contains the impurity
M2+. For illustrative purposes, consider the unit-addition reaction scheme:
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